Dimensionality reduced cortical features and their use in the classification of Alzheimer's disease and mild cognitive impairment.
Features defined on the cortical surface derived from magnetic resonance imaging provide important information to distinguish normal controls from Alzheimer's disease (AD) and mild cognitive impairment (MCI). We adopted cortical thickness and sulcal depth, parameterized by three dimensional meshes, as our feature. The cortical feature is high dimensional and direct use of it is problematic in a modern classifier due to small sample size problem. We applied manifold learning to reduce the dimensionality of the feature and then tested the usage of the dimensionality reduced feature with a support vector machine classifier. A leave-one-out cross-validation was adopted for quantifying classifier performance. We chose principal component analysis (PCA) as the manifold learning method. We applied PCA to a region of interest within the cortical surface. Our classification performance was at least on par for the AD/normal and MCI/normal groups and significantly better for the AD/MCI groups compared to recent studies. Our approach was tested using 25 AD, 25 MCI, and 50 normal control patients from the OASIS database.